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Types of Students
Local Geographically distant

High-schoolers Retired individuals

Undergrad students Grad students

Part-time workers Full-time employees

Non-native English 
speakers 





Technological/Pedagogical Innovations

• Unpublish and self-edit lecture videos


• Gather Study Lounge 

• Portable HELIX


• Immersive Classroom


• AI in teaching computer science


• Augmented and virtual reality



Opencast Self-Edit and Publish
● Unpublish videos to take  

them down immediately 


● Self Edit to trim out start, 
end, and breaks

• Self edit Metadata to change the title and 
description on the listing 

• OpenCast users: watch your email for more 
information 

• Demo video: https://tinyurl.com/OCselfedit

https://tinyurl.com/OCselfedit


What is Learning Engineering?Gather Study Lounge



Gather Study Lounge
A space where students get together either informally to 
socialize or network, or to collaborate on coursework. E.g.,


• Watch class recordings together — particularly useful for 
asynchronous students


• Work on projects together


• Hold study sessions


• Get feedback from each other on their work


• Continue discussions started during class



Portable HELIX, version 2



The Immersive Classroom



AI in Teaching Computer Science: Work in Progress

1. Explain highlighted lines of code. 
2. Advise students on how to improve their code's style. 
3. Answer (most of the) questions asked online by students. 
4. Help students find bugs in their code, via TA-like rhetorical questions. 
5. Explain arcane error messages, hint how to solve. 
6. Assess design of programs, provide qualitative feedback. 
7. Enable other faculty to tailor CS50's tools for their own (non-CS) courses. 
8. Assess students' understanding via conversations with AI (a la oral exams). 
9. …
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Virtual Reality Pilot 



Dr. Adrienne Phelps-Coco 
Executive Director of Teaching and 

Learning 
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Thank You



Student 
focus groups



Purposeful 
Design/Teaching
Synchronous 

for Interaction

Asynchronous 

for Pacing

Engagement 

= Feeling 

Seen



Flexibility

Predictable 

Policies 

Participation 

Options
Accessibility



Digital 
accessibility
Harvard’s new Digital Accessibility Policy says we should 

aim to achieve digital accessibility on all newly created 

content, including Canvas sites, course materials and 

videos. 



Artificial 
Intelligence
● Students must acknowledge and cite any use of AI in 

their work
● If students are unsure whether AI use is permitted, 

they are responsible for asking
● Instructors may determine their own policies about the 

use of AI on assignments--and must be clear with 
students about their policy



Writing 
Program AI
● The use of AI technologies, including generative AI 

tools such as ChatGPT, is strictly prohibited in this 
course. AI technologies may not be used in any phase 
of the writing process, including brainstorming, 
outlining, drafting, revising, and editing.



Syllabus 
Policy
The Harvard OUE has created sample syllabus language:

● Maximally restrictive policy

● Fully-encouraging policy

● Mixed draft policy

Choose or adapt one for your syllabus.



Session 1

• Encouraging Academic 
Integrity in the Age of 
ChatGPT

• Teaching Neurodiverse 
Learners 



Networking Break
• In person, join us for dessert

• Online, join us for themed breakout rooms 



Session 2

• Making the Most of 
Generative AI in Your 
Course

• How to Humanize Your 
Online Course



Drop In

• On-the-Spot Accessibility 
Checks

• Becoming an Instructor for 
Professional Development 
Programs

• Brattle Media AV & IT Team 
Services



Drop In

• Introducing the Faculty 
Portal

• Story Street Studio Tours


